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Justice

Fines
Justice a basic human need.
Justice is essential for a community to function and survive. Justice
has to establish Truth and rectify ‘Injustice’. Justice starts with YOU!
You need to be 'Just'. Being Just is the foundation from which Justice
rises up. Being Just and receiving Justice is ideal. Reality is that there
are unjust people who create In Justice.

Each individual has a moral, civil duty to remove Injustice.
Currently fines are discriminative unjust not fair! This is to change.
C.G. offer fair just non discriminative solution. It is to be applied, now!
Fines are part of the rehabilitation for breaches of law. Rehabilitation
is to treat everyone equal. Currently this is not happening.

Corrupt fines rehabilitation!
Person (A) is fined 300 ! ‘A’ weekly income is 300 (low income).
Person (B) is fined 300 ! ‘B’ weekly income is 2000 (high income)
Person (C) is fined 300 ! ‘C’ weekly income is 100,000 (wealthy)
Person A is a tenant with no savings is slightly behind in paying bills.
To pay the fine their will be no rent paid, no food bought, no bills paid,
no petrol bought. Person A relies heavily on friends and family to survive the week.
Person A decides not to pay hasn’t got the money. Legal costs will be
added. Doesn’t pay no money. Does prison time! A is now a criminal
with a record. A is tarnished for life.
Person B is a professional in a 2 income family that is paying of a home
has gym and club membership an accountant that minimizes tax. Passes on the fine to the accountant. Should B decide to pay the fine B will
probably miss out on a night at the theater. The following week B will
charge clients 300 more.
Person C is a parasitic predatory profiteer, wealthy, with highly paid
(300 an hour) legal advisors. C tells his legal advisors to have the fine
withdrawn. The legal team tells the sheriff that their client will fight
the fine to the highest court in the land. The Sheriff doesn’t have the
resources for this fight. The Sheriff withdraws the fine. No record.
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C celebrates has a party with friends on a corporation yacht.
Person A is too severely rehabilitated. What is intended as a warning
has resulted in a life destroying rehabilitation. Government that administers or creates this injustice is replaced prosecuted, MS R6! Government employees, subcontractors that enforce injustice are asset
stripped and prosecuted, MS R6! New Government ends injustice.
Person B takes note of warning fine moves on. Government that allows
tax minimization or doesn’t enforce breaches is replaced, MS R6!
Evil parasitic predatory profiteer Person C. Is asset stripped, caged MS
R6! Person C is cause of corruption, injustice, wealth apartheid!

It Ends!

Zero Tolerance to:

Corruption Injustice Wealth apartheid
Good News. Custodian Guardian have a solution.
Fines don’t use a set monetary value. Instead a set % is used: 10%.
C.G. Fines solution. Fair Just
Person A fine: 30 ; Person B fine 200 ; Person C fine 10,000.
Sheriff set’s fine. Doesn’t collect it. Treasury collects fine. Enforces collection with Marshall’s assistance.
Wealth apartheid the main cause of accidents, addiction, climate change, droughts, pandemic, garbage, homeless, hunger, pollution, thirst, violence.
Hereditary, political and wealth (Estate) tyranny are creators of wealth
apartheid. Via estate they pass on position, power, wealth. Creating an
elite of unearned undeserved position, power, wealth. This behavior is
cause and effect of Wealth Apartheid. Estate of position, power,
wealth, Ends.
Custodian guardian estate pass on knowledge continuity, memorabilia,
traditions, beliefs.. Custodian guardian pass on community spirit and
responsibility. Custodian guardian pass on the philosophy of 1 GOD 1
FAITH 1 Church. They also pass on their guide, 'Law-Giver Manifest'.
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